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ABSTRACT

Best practice in interface design suggests that hand-drawn
sketches are preferable at the early stages of the design
process. This paper describes the FreeForm software which
supports informal sketched interface design by acting as a
Visual Basic Add-In. The software utilises a digital
whiteboard and pen input to support sketching and
“running” of an informal prototype.
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conversion of the sketch to a VB form. The following
sections will briefly describe each of these.
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INTRODUCTION

Current programming IDEs do not support the informal
higher-level design which is typically done using pen and
paper or whiteboards[7]. The aim of this research is to
create an informal environment for designing forms, using
low-cost large interactive whiteboards. The software
described in this paper utilises a whiteboard digitiser and a
back projected large screen to provide a pen-based
computerised interaction environment (see Figure 1).
RELATED WORK

Sketching is the preferred preliminary capture process for
designers because it provides a quick and easy way to
externalise design ideas. While sketching a designer can
leave portions of the sketch vague or partially defined. In
contrast computer design tools typically require the user to
select from a predefined set of widgets which are placed
and sized in the design space. Goel [3] demonstrated that
current computer drawing tools impeded design. Many
others have reported that designers, regardless of their
particular field, prefer to hand-draw early designs [2, 4, 5].
This work draws on the Xerox Parc research on shared
whiteboards [6] for meetings and sketch design tools. Most
notable of the sketch design tools are: Landay’s Silk and
Denim [5], the CASE Tool Knight developed by Damm et
al. [2] and a tool for multimedia applications’ design by
Bailey et al. [1].
FREEFORM

This software has been developed as a Visual Basic (VB)
Add-In and is intended primarily for the design of VB
forms. There are five major parts to the software; the sketch
space, storyboard, run mode, recognition engine and

Figure 1: A low-cost pen-based large interactive display
Sketch Space

In the sketch space the user can draw a form design. The
sketch space emulates a whiteboard and as such allows
users to draw and write on the surface. Normal whiteboard
functionality is supplemented with conventional software
functionality such as resize, move, delete, copy, paste and
undo. The users can create multiple sketches each depicting
a different form.
Storyboard

The storyboard shows miniature views of all the form
sketches. Links can be drawn between the forms that will
show in run mode (see below) to allow navigation between
the forms.
Run Mode

Run mode allows the users to work through use-case
scenarios. As with the sketch space the user may write and
draw on the screen. In run mode the sketch is shown but
can not be altered. Hotspots created by the storyboard links
are also displayed. Touching a hotspot will take the user to
the linked form.
Recognition Engine

Recognition is required to convert the sketches to VB
forms. The software recognises both shapes and characters.

Shape Recognition

Shapes are recognised in two stages. The basic pen strokes
are recognised using Rubine’s [8] algorithm and then the
relationships between shapes are analysed using rule based
techniques. The shape library and rules for combining
shapes are exposed to the user. Figure 2 shows typical
mapping, the first rectangle contains a triangle so is
recognised as a dropdown list, the second contains circles
and squiggles so the rectangle is recognised at a frame and
the circles and squiggles interpreted as radio buttons. The
last rectangle is empty so it becomes an edit box and the
word becomes a label.

form by aligning controls and standardising sizes. Users
can also control much of this process by setting the grid
size and standard units of height and/or width of controls.
EVALUATION

A usability study has been conducted on a single-form
version of the FreeForm software. The users made positive
comments about the software. They also requested that
various functionality such as character recognition, form
beautifying and a run mode to be added to the software.
Their “wish list” has been used as a guide to the
development of the current version. Usability tests have
also been planed to evaluate the existing version.
CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the FreeForm software which
provides an informal environment for form design.
FreeForm combines the informality of low-fidelity tools
such as whiteboards with the functional support of
computer software. After the next usability tests we plan to
convert the software to the .Net™ framework which will
provide a platform to dynamically create both windows and
web forms.
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Figure 2: Typical recognition of shapes to controls
Character Recognition

Word recognition is a three stage process. The pen strokes
are recognised using a modified Rubine’s algorithm (extra
features were added). Most letters are expected to be
formed by a single pen stroke, however for the letters ‘i’
and ‘j’ if a dot is present it will be combined with the stoke
beneath it and ‘f’, ‘t’ and ‘x’ are recognised by combining
the two intersecting stokes. After this stage each letter is
represented as a list of probable letters in descending order
of likelihood. The resulting collection of letters is then
matched against a vocabulary list. If there is no near-match
then the “word” is displayed as the most likely letter in
each place.
After recognition, the system allows the user to alter the
decisions that the software has made, or add words to the
vocabulary.
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Conversion to formal environment

The recognised sketches may be converted to VB forms.
VB controls are created by the software by mapping the
attributes of the recognised sketch to the VB control
attributes. How these attributes are mapped is exposed to
the user and can be altered. The software also beautifies the
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